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Abstract

The EGI Federated Cloud is a standards-based open cloud system that offers a scalable and flexible e-infrastructure to the European

research community, and extends the EGI computational offer beyond the traditional High Throughput Computing of the grid plat-

form with new models like long-lived services and on demand computation. The EGI Cloud technology enables the federation of

institutional clouds to run scientists workloads, simulations and services spanned across multiple administrative locations, allowing

the users to access and exploit its resources as a unique system. The architecture of the federation was defined after a two year

period of development based on a set of user stories describing operations on a cloud infrascturues and was officially launched in

May 2014. Since then the EGI Federated Cloud operates as a federation of heterogeneous Infrastructure as a Service type clouds

with every participating provider implementing the same set of interfaces towards users and system administrators. Enforcing

cloud technology agnosticism and of supporting service mobility by means of open standards has also allowed for the inclusion of

commercial cloud providers into an infrastructure previously supported only by academic institutions. This contributes to a wider

goal of the funders to create economic and social impact from supported research activities. This paper details the state of the art,

the design and development processes, and the organisational effort that have lead to the creation and deployment of the EGI Cloud

Platform.
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1. Introduction

Modern scientific challenges require cross-crounty collaborations and computing power with flexible usage to

analyse vast amounts of data. EGI operates one of the largest, collaborative e-infrastructures in the world that allow

scientists to share information securely, analyse data efficiently and collaborate with colleagues worldwide. EGI

provides a uniform use oriented and collaborative access to computing and and data storage resource in mode than 30

countries, from EGI’s National Grid Infrastructures (NGIs).

The EGI community started developing a new type of infrastructure, the EGI Federated Cloud in 2011. Following

the successful use of the grid computing platform for the LHC Computing activities1 and other communities requiring
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batch-oriented High Throughput Computing, EGI investigated how to broaden the support for different research com-

munities and their application design models by enriching the solutions being offered, whilst retaining and protecting

existing functionality and investment made in EGI’s production infrastructure. The Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

cloud service model was considered as clear candidate to enable this transformation.

The development of the EGI Federated Cloud was started by an EGI Taskforce, created to evaluate the integration

of virtualised resources within the existing EGI production infrastructure. The taskforce started with the provision of

a testbed open to all research user communities and cataloguing the requirements for a cloud federation. Two main

design choices were made: platform agnosticism and open standards. The former allowed for retaining the expertise

developed by many EGI providers in managing and deploying local cloud-based services, the latter to build on a

number of on-going European and global activities that were engineering diverse open source Cloud Management

Frameworks (CMF) 2,3,4. As a consequence, every cloud provider of the EGI infrastructure was not mandated to

use a specific software stack; it is the responsibility of the providers to investigate, identify and deploy the solution

that fits best their individual needs whilst ensuring that the offered services implement the required interfaces and

domain languages of the EGI Federated Cloud. The taskforce gives providers a platform to share their implementation

solutions for a commonly deployed specific Cloud Management stacks, ensuring a close working relationship with

relevant technology providers.

The taskforce activity ensured a close working relationship with relevant technology providers, rapid communica-

tion of feedback as well as input on changes needed for deployment, and testing of the new capabilities and services.

This effort also ensured that blocking issues needing to be addressed were identified by other areas of EGI (e.g. pol-

icy, operations, support and dissemination) and that the testbed, once developed into a production-ready federated

e-infrastructure was effectively integrated into the existing EGI infrastructure. The taskforce engaged actively others

who were already active in this technology space, enabling diversity in the resource provider community available to

research through connection of commercial providers alongside traditionally academic provided resources.

The taskforce activity was organised in six-month phases, with milestones going from the initial setup of the

activities to the final integration of the cloud specific service into the EGI e-infrastructure with providers becoming

certified members, and thus enabling a production-quality service. As a result of these phases, the taskforce produced

a blueprint document for EGI members that wish to securely federate and share their virtualised environments as part

of the EGI production infrastructure.

The EGI Federated Cloud was launched in production in May 2014 and can be seen as a new capability offered

by the EGI infrastructure, which considerably widens the usage models supported by EGI. Now, web services and

interactive applications can be easily integrated in the infrastructure, the computing environments can be finely tuned

to satisfy user’s needs in term of software (OSs and software packages) and hardware (number of cores, amount of

RAM, etc.) and, many solutions are available to store, update and access big amount of data. These new opportuni-

ties offered by EGI hugely extended the potential user base of the infrastructure opening the doors to new research

communities. The EGI Federated Cloud is already deployed on nearly 20 providers across Europe who together offer

more than 6000 CPU cores and 300 TB storage for researchers. This capacity, free at the point of access, is available

through IaaS capabilities and interfaces and provide the bases for building higher-level platforms and environments

-with the cloud terminology PaaS and SaaS systems– on top. The technologies that enable the EGI cloud federation

are developed and maintained by the EGI community, and are based on open standards and open source Cloud Man-

agement Frameworks. These technologies are available for institutes and communities who wish to setup their own

federated cloud infrastructures.

The EGI Federated Cloud currently supports 26 scientific communities and 50 use cases coming from different

scientific disciplines: bioinformatics, physics, earth sciences, basic medicine, arts, language and architecture, math-

ematics, computer sciences, etc. An extensive programme to support and train users and to facilitate uptake of the

new infrastructure within the NGIs is also under development to support the coming community-specific capabil-

ities requested by several research infrastructures from the ESFRI roadmap5 (BBMRI, EPOS, ELIXIR, DARIAH,

EISCAT-3D, INSTRUCT and LifeWatch) planned in the recently started EGI-Engage project6. The adoption of the

EGI Federated Cloud is ongoing within industry too, through early adopter SMEs from Spain, France and the UK.
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2. Related Work

The EGI Cloud Platform seeks to provide heterogeneous research communities with a single set of interfaces to a

distributed collection of diverse cloud resources. At the time of the start of the Taskforce there were a number of other

projects targeting cloud federations active. Among these, Contrail 7 and Helix Nebula8 were those comparable to the

EGI Cloud effort both in terms of scope and goals. They both targeted multiple European institutions and they both

investigated how to provide access to multiple different resource providers by means of a unified interface.

The CONTRAIL project started in 2010 and concluded 2014 and developed a full software stack for building a

federation of cloud providers: federated identity management, federated Service Level Agreements (SLAs), a dedi-

cated cloud file system and a Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer. Contrail developments pursued a full-fledge cloud

federation distribution following an open source model. However, this method for federation tends to present strong

limitations on the sustainability when depending for support and maintenance on a single project with a life span of a

few years. By developing a complete new set of software tools instead of ‘gluing’ existing and self-sustaining com-

ponents, software development and most of all maintenance overheads become difficult to manage. Limited adoption

and lack of maintenance and sustainable development after the end of the project are typical indicators of such issues.

Helix Nebula started in June 2012 and was initially funded through the EC Framework program. It adopts a

completely different approach from Contrails: rather than requiring adaptation from the resource providers, it created

the federation with the help of a single central broker supporting all of the different proprietary interfaces and cloud

instance formats that are part of the federation. This broker, termed the ‘Blue Box’ within the project, operates as a

single interface into all connected resources. Currently, the ‘blue box’ is a commercial technology based on Sixsq

Slipstream9 that also utilises a unique proprietary interface to provide API access to the broker when not using the web

interface. While this approach has the advantage of facilitating the integration of new providers, user communities

adopting Helix Nebula are not given the opportunity to easily port their use cases to multiple cloud infrastructures.

This is particularly important when considering the diverse landscape of European cloud providers and common

scientific requirements of scaling computations to larger, more feature-full infrastructures when needed.

3. The EGI Federated Cloud Architecture

The EGI Federated Cloud architecture is the result of the analysis of the high-level capabilities extracted from users’

requirements while taking also into account the needs and expertise of the existing heterogeneous cloud management

software locally installed at EGI resource providers. The architecture addresses this challenge by considering each

local cloud deployment as an autonomous and abstract subsystem that integrates with the federation through well-

defined interfaces (see Figure 1). Wherever possible, open standards are employed for these interfaces to avoid

vendor lock-in. Where this was not feasible, community-accepted non-standardised solutions are used. Each resource

provider should identify and deploy the solution that fits best their individual needs whilst ensuring that the offered

services implement the required interfaces. The taskforce acts as a platform to share implementation solutions and

build communities around the different deployed Cloud Management Frameworks.

As shown in the figure, the architecture defines cloud specific capabilities and interfaces and a set of interac-

tion ports with a number of services of the EGI Core Infrastructure10. The cloud specific capabilities are: i) Vir-

tual Machine (VM) Management and Block storage management, provided with Open Cloud Computing Interface

(OCCI)11,12,13; ii) Data Management, provided with Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI)14; and iii) the inte-

gration with the Image Management subsystem of EGI, provided with the Open Virtualization Format (OVF)15 and

HEPiX image lists format16 . EGI Core Infrastructure services integrated are: i) Federated AAI, ii) Accounting,

iii) Information System, iv) Monitoring, and v) Service Registry . The IaaS Cloud capabilities, defined in the archi-

tecture, are integrated with the Image Management subsystem, provided as part of the Federated Cloud infrastructure.

The EGI Federated Cloud currently integrates resources from realisations of the abstract cloud management stack

for OpenNebula, OpenStack and Synnefo. Whenever possible integration is performed using and contributing to

upstream existing projects. New developments are carried out for those specific integration tasks not yet available.

The sections below describe each of these capabilities and integration ports with details.
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